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Seeing Moments of Truth® in the context of the overall customer 
journey can offer value beyond the interaction itself. 
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Executive summary

Retailers are expert at collecting responses from customers: the in-store questionnaire, the 
web survey, the focus group. But in today's connected world - where a single Tweet can 
reach millions and one media story can colour people's views forever - do such methods give 
the whole story?

Technologists Rapide used two tools to explore this question. One a multi-channel short code
(66099) that shoppers could call, text or send a picture message to in order to share their 
thoughts about any brand. Two, the Rant & Rave natural-language sentiment engine to 
collect and analyse this spontaneous customer feedback. (Here we study feedback 
collected in a single day at several London retail locations including Oxford Street and 
Westfield Stratford.) The sample ran to over 1,000 discrete utterances containing several 
thousand data points of interest.

Using standard statistical methods, this Thought Bubble explores how even a small number of 
off-the-cuff comments can - if they're made without the constraints of a formal survey - deliver 
genuine customer insight. Equally important, how they can turn abstract ideas into quantified 
business value according to well-known retail metrics, including sales/sq ft and street footfall. 

Based on this work, Rapide concludes freeform, natural-language customer feedback has 
immense value for today's retailers.
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66099 is a multi-channel Short Code owned by Rapide. It's in operation 24/7/365 and was 
recently opened up for public use - anyone can call, text or send a picture message to it, with 
their thoughts about any brand, in their own words. In the single day studied, over 500 people 
used it. Why?

The freedom to speak
We believe it's down to the freedom of the moment. Without the constraints of multiple-choice 
answers or a clipboard-toting agent breathing down their neck, consumers can say what 
they want, how they want... at their own convenience. Response rates can be much higher 
than traditional surveys (up to 90% in some cases) and the data gathered much richer in 
insights.

Over 400 brands served
Why more useful? First, because you can't rely on your customer service hotline – only 4% of 
customers with an issue will ever tell you about it. Second, when customers can talk freely, 
they say nicer things about you. (Two-thirds of comments are positive about the brand.) Third, 
you see your own brand ranged against your competitors – so far over 400 brands have been 
ranted and raved about on 66099.

Delivering business insight
Such freeform comments contain business insight you can apply to your business plan – 
because while traditional surveys look in the rear-view mirror; freeform feedback shows you 
the road ahead.

Rant & Rave turns their comments into insight
Extracting useful ideas from that mass of data needs special tools. Rapide's toolset is 
Rant & Rave, which makes sense of freeform text (spoken or written) by organising it into 
topics, emotiveness, correlations... giving it context. When you can see thousands of 
comments as a single chart or graph, insights become visible.

With an eye on the Retail sector, we used Rant & Rave to organise customer comments sent 
to 66099. Here's what we learned - organised into twelve best practices retailers can use to 
find out what customers really think of them.

66099 lets consumers rant and rave about you
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The Rant & Rave SWOT gadget shows a brand what their 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are 
according to their customer feedback. Helping them 
make important operational and strategic decisions
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Part 1: Getting the sample
You can't get useful insight if you're looking for data in all the wrong places. Whether or not 
you decide to use 66099, there are three basic principles you should follow to keep your 
feedback honest and accurate.

1. Be always-on, all the time 

Your bricks-and-mortar stores may be open late, your website open all hours. That doesn't 
mean you're around when customers want to say something. Response rates are much higher 
(up to 90%) and feedback much more accurate (up to 40%) when it’s gathered at the
moment of service delivery, when customers are feeling most emotional. 

   - I am Ranting and Raving about Asda Strawberry and white chocolate muffins at the
     minute!! Can't believe I've never tried them before, just got to find a hiding place out of
     everyones eye level for them now :)

   - Hi. Had a great day at Westfield today but children very disappointed that our lane at All
     Stars bowling stopped working 5 times during the hour game. Mentioned to staff how
     disappointed we were but they didn't seem too worried even though we were! Shame, but
     otherwise a great day. Thanks.

   - In American Apparel looking at the coolest 1960's glasses they really take us back to the
     time. We are having lots of fun being retro x

   - Fly London shoes. Definitely the most comfortable shoes ever.

Rapide calls such interactions Moments of Truth®, whether they involve a muffin or a pair of 
mules. And they're why the mobile channel (like 66099) is so effective - today's shopper is 
rarely more than two metres from her phone.

In our data, over half of all brands mentioned were retailers - from mass-market Tesco to 
purveyor of itsy-bitsy delights Victoria's Secret. Hardly surprising when consumer spending is 
two-thirds of GDP. That's two hundred companies that need to be open to customer 
comments, all the time. Are you one of them? A useful sample of comments is not those 
collected 9am-5pm.

2. Allow spontaneous natural language

There's a reason multiple-choice and scores out of 10 are standard in surveys: such data is in a 
consistent format. Easy to analyse. But these methods miss the most important part of what 
customers want to say - because no survey can anticipate everything customers think.

Only natural language can give you the real picture. How, for example, could standard 
questions have produced the insights in these comments?

12 rules for making the most of your customers' rants and raves
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   - I wish that you could use your New Look store card when you order online as my local NL  
     rarely have what I like in my size. I would definitely buy more things from NL if I could use my  
     store card online and pay it off on payday.

   - Ranting about the price of drinks at Pizza Express - £13 for a large wine and a Peroni! No  
     wonder they give out vouchers all the time!!

   - Raving about Alton Towers hotel, chef great at accommodating my nut allergic niece with         
     special meals.

   - I'm ranting about the AA because they charged me £50 to take me home after hitting a  
     badger.

In our data, 57% of comments were positive and only a third negative. And positive 
comments often contained the reason WHY, which is excellent news. (Unless you're a 
badger.)

Customers will RAVE about you... if you give them the chance.

The customer desperate to spend more at New Look, the drinks turning customers off 
excellent pizza, the family who'll be loyal to a theme park forever - these are not uncovered in 
standard surveys. Which is why you need the natural language option.

3. Answer customers instantly

Simple acknowledgements (66099 users receive a thankyou text) pay big dividends. 82% of 
customers say they'd be more likely to give feedback if they knew it'd hit its mark.

But the greatest value here comes from repurchase potential. These customers may be right 
there, in store, at the moment their feedback is acknowledged. Take two examples from a 
retail builder's merchant and a hotel chain:

   - We’re looking forward to welcoming you to xxxx this evening... Would you like to book a  
     table in the restaurant? Text back Y/N.

   - It's 8am and [brand] is offering free food!!!! Come and make your daily order NOW!!!

Both offers are made at the precise moment the customer is most likely to make a decision - 
the Moment of Truth. (In one case, when a customer's just booked; in the other, when a White 
Van Man is planning his day.)

There's a further advantage. Acknowledgement and action can turn Ranters into Ravers.
A disgruntled customer’s re-purchase probability can increase from 32% to 89% simply by 
having their issue acknowledged and recovered. That's a near-tripling.
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Part 2: Choosing the anecdotes
Of course, without context customer comments are just anecdotes - and anecdotes, in 
statistical science, are not evidence. So with honest data in hand, your next step is to put it in 
context. Three things matter: competitors, sentiment, and volume.

4. Collect your competitors' feedback too

A quick win is to filter your data to those which include more than one brand name. Often, this 
set includes comments comparing you with your competitors. 

   - Raving about Kiddicare - products are so much cheaper than Mothercare!

   - I love H&M but wish they had more sizes, I would buy lots more stuff if they did! Much better  
     than River Island

   - Diesel on Carnaby!!! What a pile of stuck up, up themselves idiots! Terrible!!! I am now over  
     the street in Replay getting service as it should be. And the clothes are a million times   
     better!!! Thank you Replay and I will never set foot in a Diesel store again!

Such comments not only tell you how you're doing; they tell you how your customers perceive 
you.

Are you the cheap option, like Aldi or Lidl? The option endured rather than enjoyed, such as 
Ryanair's barrage of ads or IKEA's long queues? A specific store with service issues? Or even 
the "hidden competitor", such as white wine being substituted for cider by young women? 

The right view on the data can reveal where to focus your marketing resources.

The real-time Rant & Rave dashboard
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5. Measure the sentiment of comments

Next step: look at the adjectives. The modifying words customers add to natural language 
comments tell you what concerns them MOST.

   - Had EPIC amazing service from ebuyer.com today, ace CS and a nice haggle too!

   - Rave....Oh my goodness I think i have just died and gone to heaven, the new Dairy Milk  
     Oreo bar is absolutely delicious, i would reccomend it to every chocolate lover!!

   - Eat Westfield Stratford - Salu and Shirivan top blokes! Really friendly, funny and great   
     service with a smile! Love it!

   - Massively impressed with Dial-A-Flights services. Michelle from Sale went out of her way to  
     work out the best option for a complicated trip at the best price.

Rant & Rave's text analytics technology, (the Sentiment Engine®) uses a decade's experience 
in natural-language-processing (NLP) to work out the subtle nuances of human speech... for 
example, "died" is a negative by itself, but in the context of "going to heaven" it's a plus. And 
let's hope Salu and Shirivan got a bonus.

By scoring feedback for sentiment as well as content - then converting it into a manageable 
standard metric from 1 to 5 - a mass of plain English utterances can be organised into easy-
to-interpret charts and graphs. 

6. Look at your volume compared to your peer group

Another useful dimension is to count volume. In media terms, it shows your "Share of Voice" 
from the customer's perspective - not how many ads you're running compared to your 
competitors, but whose customers are talking the loudest. 

There are many approaches to measuring volume. 66099 keeps tabs on it via longitudinal
analysis - how volume of feedback (and its sentiment) changes over time. Here's a table of 
the top ten companies consumers in our data sample liked to talk about.

Top Ranted and Raved About, Q1 2013

1. Tesco
2. London Midland
3. McDonalds
4. ASDA
5. Costa
6. BT
7. Marks & Spencer
8. New Look
9. Transport for London

10. KFC

1. Topshop
2. Apple
3. Tesco
4. McDonalds
5. Costa
6. John Lewis
7. Nandos
8. ASDA
9. New Look

10. Pret A Manger

Top of the Rants Top of the Raves
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In March 2013, Tesco seems to have problems - another month in the Ranter aisle - while 
Topshop's riding as high as its hipster pants. In studies, 62% of people admit they're more likely 
to complain today than they were five years ago - and if you're the one they're ranting about 
most, you need to know.

Part 3: Turning anecdote into insight
This is where the maths comes in - but you don't need to be a rocket scientist. A few basic 
statistical techniques can reveal a great deal. Three methods are:

7. Look at the outliers, not the common views

   - Ranting about Tesco - they keep chilled uncooked breaded chicken in the same display  
     as cooked meat! I bought some to have with my salad today and ended up with a mouth  
     full of raw chicken. Not impressed!

That's just one comment among hundreds - an outlier. But it's a big one - involving not just 
food hygiene, but customers dying horrible deaths and even more important, lost sales.  

That comment should be an INSTANT red flag to local management.

So in addition to the topics raised by 40 or 50% of consumers, look at those beyond three 
standard deviations (S.D.) - the topics raised by only 0.3% of the total. They're often where 
you'll find little clues to your biggest issues. (Rapide calls such findings "Diamonds and 
Icebergs".)

8. Measure the distribution of sentiment

Rant & Rave "scores" sentiment about a topic from 1 to 5, where 1 is strongly negative and 5 
strongly positive. But if you average all of these you'll get a number close to 3 - which doesn't 
tell you much. 

So a prime tip here is to use a modal average, not the mean. Count the number of 
occurences of a particular topic with a particular sentiment score. Take these two comments:

   - Westfield Stratford city - Disney store: too hot and stuffy, maybe they could put in air 
     conditioning or something.

   - Westfield Stratford Disney store, really hot and needs air conditioning.

Both were received on the same day in a cold winter, suggesting Disney Westfield's got a hot 
problem to solve before summer.
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9. Look for the confidence interval

The most complex – but most useful – of these basic techniques is the confidence interval (CI): 
the point where you can safely assume 95% of your feedback is indicative of the market's 
feelings as a whole. (95% being the standard among statisticians.)

One sense check is Twitter. Because customers aren't ranting or raving just to you; 96% are 
telling their friends and family first. And while one happy customer tells 4 friends, an unhappy 
one tells at least the square of that, 16 people – squared again across social media.

That's a 64x magnification, from just one unhappy consumer. 

However, you can turn it to your advantage. Sample Twitter data (or any other data 
available, such as Facebook comments) and see if it plots the same Normal Distribution of 
topics and sentiment as the data your customers send you directly. If the correlation is high - 
in the statistical jargon, if the Normally-Distributed Bell Curve of each set has the same 
proportions of height to width - you can assume your sampling is meaningful. And if not - you 
need to look at how you collect data in the first place.

Part 4: Acting on the insight
If you've collected accurate natural-language data and made sense of it in simple charts 
and graphs, you're doing better than 90% of retailers already. But a retailer's board won't want 
findings alone; they want action. Here's how to apply feedback to strategic decision making.

The Rant & Rave Recover module allows you to turn your customers’ insight into action, by flagging items of feedback 
that need attention and assigning them to an individual or team within your organisation, saving at-risk relationships and 

ensuring issues are dealt with quickly and efficiently.
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10. Choose your quantified metrics

Succinct statistics - especially easy-to-grasp ones - get attention. Mention your marketing has 
exposed a correlative anomaly between sales-per-sq-foot in the North West versus North East 
sales regions, and your Board will be sending up Z's. But tell them Liverpudlians love your store 
layouts 3x more than Mancunians, and that's a driver for redesigning floorplans in Salford. 

You can often use standard metrics any retail professional understands already. For example, 
your volume of feedback versus your top competitor's is equivalent to footfall - the number of 
customers walking by your stores each day. (You probably do this all the time in your 
marketing department: it's a gap analysis.)

Speak, and they'll listen. Show them, and they'll understand.

11. Extrapolate from the sample

Bringing these ideas full circle, what'll stick in your managers' minds is concise anecdotes. From 
your data, select a few comments that sum up what you propose to do. For example, if your 
charts and graphs suggest quality-of-packaging issues... or factory safety... or pricing 
perceptions...

- Rant! Branston sandwich pickle squeezy bottle! Worst design ever! Whatever you gain in  
     convenience for the first couple of uses you lose in inconvenience with the last third of the   
     bottle trying to scrape it out with a knife, and there is always some you can't get out and I  
     hate waste! I'm on my way to tell them that, but thought I'd drop by here first!

   - Bought some Birds Eye peas and there was a snail in the bag, which I cooked and almost  
     ate. HORRIFIC.

   - Why is BP petrol always SO much more expensive than other garages?!

Extracting comments like this give your broad findings more context. Use them to get your 
managers' attention.

12. Convert into business value

The last step - much easier to do if backed up by quantified real feedback - is to estimate the 
real business value of your actions. 

Let's say both you and your fiercest competitor each have 20% of the market, worth £200m 
apiece. But your competitor's sentiment over time is rising in positivity, while yours is flatlining. 
That suggests you're losing mindshare.

A recent Rapide Research Bite looked at consumer electronics firms Apple and Samsung. It 
showed how over two years, Samsung increasingly came to be mentioned in the same 
breath as Apple - and when these mentions (on Twitter) passed 50% of the total, it was less 
than two months before Apple's share price started falling and Samsung's started rocketing.
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When you know the size of your market (and any retailer worth his salt does) it's easy to turn 
statistics like volume and sentiment of customer feedback into figures in real money. And 
that's something that makes managers sit bolt upright.

Ready to see what 66099 and Rant & Rave can do for you?
We'll leave you with one "outlier" that may be the most telling of all:

   - Good friendly service at Boots. But what a rubbish method for leaving feedback! 66099 is  
     SO much simpler.

And with that, we invite you to explore using 66099 yourself. We'd love to hear from you.

http://www.66099.co.uk
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About Rapide
We provide customer engagement solutions that drive advocacy to half of the FTSE.

Our proactive communication and fast feedback technology lets our clients increase 
revenue and reduce churn by listening and reacting to the voice of their customers in
real-time.

Because real advocacy starts with great communication our multi-channel Inform & Interact
solutions are all about proactive communication. Whether you want to reach one person or
several thousand with a text message, voice broadcast or email our solutions make it happen
in real-time.

Because emotions run strongest straight after service delivery Rant & Rave is there to capture
the pure, untainted opinions of customers at Moments of Truth. Whether they choose to share
their views by SMS, MMS, Email or even Voice Message Rant & Rave understands it all
instantly. Transforming customer experience into business intelligence in real-time.

Want to know how Rapide can help?
For over 12 years we've been supplying award winning real-time communication and 
customer experience management solutions to half the FTSE, increasing their revenue, 
retention and customer satisfaction.

For more information speak to one of our Customer Experience Specialists, 
find us online at www.rapide.co.uk or call us on 02476 011 910 

Try Rant & Rave for free
Rant & Rave is the real-time solution that lets you capture and react to customer feedback... 
for free! At the heart of Rant & Rave sits a unique telephone number, 66099 - the world’s first 
telephone number that connects consumers to brands. It lets your customers share their 
thoughts via text message, picture message or by calling and recording their feedback 
verbally.

All feedback is understood instantly using text analytics and is presented back to you on a 
real-time dashboard so you can improve business processes, recover unhappy customers and 
turn engaged consumers into active advocates!

Try it now and start rescuing your Ranters and engaging your Ravers!

Visit www.rapide.co.uk/sign-up to find out more
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